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Help pupils achieve high
standards and develop a love
of writing
•

•
•
•
•
•

A tried-and-tested method for ensuring that EYFS and
KS1 pupils achieve high standards in writing, while at
the same time grow in confidence and develop a love
of writing
This method allows you to bring more creativity into
the curriculum whilst still achieving results
Creative activities and practical suggestions to help
pupils become proficient at expressing themselves
How to Achieve
Outstanding Writers
through writing
in the EYFS and KS1
Children will grasp the fundamentals of storytelling
978-0-85747-838-2
and learn about character, plot, setting and tone
140 colour pages
£22.99 (exc. VAT)
enabling them to take command of their writing
The PowerPoint resources on the USB Drive
Teaching about Charac
ter
make planning and delivering lessons easy
Written with EYFS and KS1 children
in mind, the exercises and ideas are
fully adaptable for all primary ages.
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Ask children to create a
The most famous person in the world
. What did they do to become
character who becomes famous overnight
are
they happy or sad about it? What
so famous? What are they like? Are
with fame? What happens
cope
to
them
help
that
istics
their character
next?

Full colour, editable
PowerPoints make
lesson planning and
delivery easy

Magic or something else?

Who is she and what’s happening

here?

LO: I can describe a character and
say what motivates them

Seven left
Who is this cat?
Why has she only got 7
out of her 9 lives left?

©Brilliant Publications Limited
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Help prepare children for KS2
Reading SATs paper
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•
•
•
•

Expose children in Key Stage 2 to a variety of texts, ranging
from classic children’s literature and poetry to contemporary
children’s literature and non-fiction.
Give opportunities to tackle more complex vocabulary and
develop endurance for longer passages.
Provide practise for each of the Reading Content Domain
question types that appear in the KS2 Reading SATs papers.
Encourage a love of reading and expand children’s
understanding of the world.

Developing Reading Comprehension Skills series
Classic Literature
Yrs 5–6
978-0-85747-837-5
180 pages £19.99
e-pdf £13.99

Classic Poetry
Yrs 5–6
978-0-85747-846-7
164 pages £19.99
e-pdf £13.99

Yrs 3–4
978-0-85747-852-8
182 pages £19.99
e-pdf £13.99

Yrs 3–4
978-0-85747-853-5
160 pages £19.99
e-pdf £13.99

Contemporary
Literature Yrs 5–6
978-0-85747-854-2
160 pages £19.99
e-pdf £13.99
Yrs 3–4
978-0-85747-855-9
160 pages £19.99
e-pdf £13.99

Non-ﬁction
Yrs 5–6
978-0-85747-856-6
160 pages £19.99
e-pdf £13.99
Yrs 3–4
978-0-85747-857-3
160 pages £19.99
e-pdf £13.99
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English
It is important to help
children understand
what they are reading
Buy as a set
of 6 books
and save
over £24

•
Brilliant Activities for Reading
Comprehension
Year 1
978-1-78317-070-8
124 pages £19.99
e-pdf £13.99

Year 4
978-1-78317-073-9
130 pages £19.99
e-pdf £13.99

Year 2
978-1-78317-071-5
122 pages £19.99
e-pdf £13.99

Year 5
978-1-78317-074-6
126 pages £19.99
e-pdf £13.99

Year 3
978-1-78317-072-2
130 pages £19.99
e-pdf £13.99

Year 6
978-1-78317-075-3
142 pages £19.99
e-pdf £13.99

Set: 978-1-78317-076-0 @ £95.00

4

•
•
•

The activities in these books
are designed to help children
understand what they are
reading.
The engaging passages are ideal
for guided reading.
Text types include poems,
stories, newspaper articles,
recounts and recipes.
Tasks range from simple factual
recall and vocabulary work to
more open-ended questions
enabling the reader to provide a
more personal response.

www.brilliantpublications.co.uk

English

English

Only takes
15 minutes a day!
•

•
•

978-1-78317-345-7
58 pages £18.50
e-pdf £12.99

•
•
Sentence 1 – Simple Sentence
Session 1
Invite the children to investigate the Simple
Sentence (see PCM 1). Explain that it is simple
because it has one verb. Emphasise that the
purpose of this sentence is to keep it as short as
possible to ensure dramatic impact and evoke a
feeling from the reader.
© Alec Lees and Brilliant Publications

His eyes sparkled!

Short sentence – gives dramatic impact/evokes a
feeling from the reader

Sessions 2–7

Daily Sentence Structures

One verb

Explain that an exclamation mark could be used
at the end of the sentence to help emphasise the
character’s feelings. Point out that it shows they
can use punctuation that is more sophisticated
and use it for effect.

Now revisit structure and purpose of the
Simple Sentence and repeat above steps using
15-minute sessions for:
v Sad (PCM3)
v Angry (PCM4)
v Nervous (PCM5)
v Excited (PCM6)
v Ill (PCM7)
v Hungry (PCM8)

Discuss that children tend to tell us directly
about a character’s feelings. To prove this, draw
up a list of feelings with them, eg happy, sad,
angry etc.

Important
v Please do not lose these Simple Sentence
banks, as they will be used with future
sentence structures!

Explain that informing the reader of these
feelings directly can be quite repetitive and does
not leave the reader guessing. Instead a short
Simple Sentence can be the perfect way to start a
piece of fiction writing: suggesting a feeling and
giving dramatic impact.

v Feel free to create more banks of feelings
of your own. Just remember to ensure the
Simple Sentence structure and idea of
suggested feelings is in place before you
move on to Sentence 2.

Exclamation mark emphasises feeling

31

PCM1

Model examples:
v Happy

8

© Alec Lees and Brilliant Publications

For more information go to: www.brilliantpublications.co.uk/book/daily-sentence-structures-2nd-edition-667

MFL
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PE
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Early
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Short sentence – gives dramatic impact/evokes a
feeling from the reader

31

Daily Sentence Structures

v With every sentence we visit, allow the
pupils to write their sentences on miniwhiteboards. This is fantastic for on the
spot assessment and ironing out instant
misconceptions.

Science

Simple Sentence
The man rubbed his stomach!

Daily Sentence Structures

Ask the children to use Simple Sentences to
suggest a given feeling.

For more information go to: www.brilliantpublications.co.uk/book/daily-sentence-structures-2nd-edition-667

The man rubbed his stomach!

© Alec Lees and Brilliant Publications

Display PCM2 and add new suggested feelings
for Happy to it to create a bank of sentences
for that feeling. Creating their own banks of
sentences for each feeling will give pupils more
ownership over them.

This practical guide provides a
straightforward way of teaching pupils
to use a range of sentence structures in
their own writing, whatever their ability.
The sentence structures taught vary
from short, dramatic sentences to
complex, compound sentences.
Pupils’ confidence and self-esteem will
increase, leading to better results across
all subjects.
Raise attainment across all abilities and
over many requirements of the 2014
National Curriculum.
The systematic approach appeals
specially to boys, who will enjoy
applying the logic to their writing
and being able to create ‘instant
paragraphs’.
This page may be photocopied for use by the purchasing institution only.

This page may be photocopied for use by the purchasing institution only.

Simple Sentence

ted to grow!
His smile star

He bounce
d off the
walls!

Maths

One verb
Exclamation mark emphasises feeling
PCM1

“A fantastic resource. I've used it across KS2 and can see a
significant impact on independent writing! Children have a
structure on which to pin their ideas!”

www.brilliantpublications.co.uk
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English

Years 1 and 2
978-1-78317-058-6
74 pages £17.50
e-pdf £11.99

Years 3 and 4
978-1-78317-059-3
72 pages £17.50
e-pdf £11.99

Years 5 and 6
978-1-78317-060-9
66 pages £17.50
e-pdf £11.99

Help SEND pupils become better writers
•
•

•
•

Help slower learners to become confident
writers through reinforcement of key skills.
The structured planning sheets provide
SEND pupils with non-prescriptive writing
scaffolds, giving them the support they
need.
Activities cover a range of genres, from
stories and poems to book reviews and
newspaper reports.
Shown to boost children’s writing skills,
increasing pupils’ confidence and making
them believe they can write.

Set: 978-1-78317-106-4 @ £42.00
The printer icon indicates that
the resource is reproducible.

6

Buy as a set
of 3 and save
over £10

www.brilliantpublications.co.uk

English

English

A ﬂexible resource Maths
to encourage
creative writing

Science

Buy as a set
of 6 books
and save
over £20

MFL
Art
PE

•
•

•

Flexible, but structured resource
for developing writing.
Genres covered range from
narrative and poetry to recounts,
instructions and persuasive
writing.
Pupils will learn how to: write
for a range of purposes
and audiences; plan and
organise their ideas; write
with confidence; enlarge their
vocabulary and develop a love
for writing.

PSHE
Brilliant Activities for Creative
Writing
Year 1
978-0-85747-463-6
48 pages £16.50
e-pdf £10.99

Year 4
978-0-85747-466-7
50 pages £16.50
e-pdf £10.99

Year 2
978-0-85747-464-3
48 pages £16.50
e-pdf £10.99

Year 5
978-0-85747-467-4
48 pages £16.50
e-pdf £10.99

Year 3
978-0-85747-465-0
50 pages £16.50
e-pdf £10.99

Year 6
978-0-85747-468-1
48 pages £16.50
e-pdf £10.99

Set: 978-0-85747-469-8 @ £79.00

www.brilliantpublications.co.uk
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English
Fun and memorable
activities to challenge
pupils!
•
•
•

Motivate pupils to think logically about
grammar and to share their knowledge
and understanding with their peers.
Activities introduce the technical terms
pupils need in order to be able to talk
about language.
Sheets can be used individually, in pairs,
groups or even as a whole
class activity.

The sheets are selfexplanatory and ready to
use.

Buy as a set
and save
£20

Brilliant Activities for Grammar
and Punctuation
Year 1
978-1-78317-125-5
52 pages £16.50
e-pdf £10.99

Year 4
978-1-78317-128-6
50 pages £16.50
e-pdf £10.99

Year 2
978-1-78317-126-2
52 pages £16.50
e-pdf £10.99

Year 5
978-1-78317-129-3
54 pages £16.50
e-pdf £10.99

Year 3
978-1-78317-127-9
52 pages £16.50
e-pdf £10.99

Year 6
978-1-78317-130-9
52 pages £16.50
e-pdf £10.99

Set: 978-1-78317-131-6 @ £79.00

8

Extension activities to challenge the
faster learners in the class.

www.brilliantpublications.co.uk

English

English
Maths
Science

To really
understand
grammar you
need to use it
Buy as a set
and save
£24

Getting to Grips with English
Grammar

Year 1
978-1-78317-215-3
90 pages £19.99
e-pdf £13.99

Year 4
978-1-78317-218-4
94 pages £19.99
e-pdf £13.99

Year 2
978-1-78317-216-0
92 pages £19.99
e-pdf £13.99

Year 5
978-1-78317-219-1
108 pages £19.99
e-pdf £13.99

Year 3
978-1-78317-217-7
92 pages £19.99
e-pdf £13.99

Year 6
978-1-78317-220-7
94 pages £19.99
e-pdf £13.99

•
•
•
•

MFL
Art
PE
PSHE

Structured but ﬂexible resource
for teaching grammar.
Grammar and punctuation
introduced through fun and
engaging themes.
Writing tasks enable pupils to
put what they’ve learnt into
practice.
Assemblies
Mini-quizzes at the end of
each unit to assess pupils’
understanding.

Set: 978-1-78317-221-4 @ £95.00

www.brilliantpublications.co.uk
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English
978-0-85747-831-3
114 pages £18.50
e-pdf £12.99

•
•
•
•

100+ tried and tested reproducible activities which will
inspire Key Stage 2 children to write creatively.
Step-by-step instructions explain to young writers what
they need to do to create a piece of writing they can
be proud of.
The activities help children to become independent
writers, in charge of their own writing.
Fit easily into a lesson or can be given as homework.

Activities to foster
independent writing
•
•
•

978-0-85747-848-1
152 pages £18.50
e-pdf £12.99

100+ tried and tested practical activities and games
to help KS2 children see the purpose of learning
grammar, punctuation and spelling.
Practise and reinforce grammatical structures,
patterns and concepts, even get to grips with fronted
adverbials and modal verbs.
Children will learn parts of speech and how playing
with language can make them better writers.

978-0-85747-803-0
222 pages £19.99
e-pdf £13.99

NEW!

Boost spelling skills - boost writing conﬁdence
•
•
•
•
•

10

Activities to foster
independent writing

Provides children with strategies to help them spell
and read unfamiliar words.
Follows the Letters and Sounds guidelines for Phases
2-6.
Explores high frequency keywords, specific letter
patterns, prefixes, suffixes and introduces ten key
spelling rules.
Contains structured lists of target words, reading
activities, dictation exercises and pupil worksheets.
Ideal for use with children in Year 2 and beyond who
are struggling with spelling.

www.brilliantpublications.co.uk

Maths

English
Maths
Buy as a set
of 6 books
and save
over £20

•

•

•

Develops problem solving
skills and strategies, using
a variety or ‘real life’
situations.
Differentiated sheets
enable you to challenge
the most able while
providing additional
support for those who
need it.
Reinforces learning in
number, measurement,
geometry and statistics.

Maths Problem Solving

Science

MFL
Art
PE
PSHE

Year 1
978-1-903853-74-0
110 pages £18.50
e-pdf £12.99

Year 4
978-1-903853-77-1
86 pages £18.50
e-pdf £12.99

Early
Years

Year 2
978-1-903853-75-7
110 pages £18.50
e-pdf £12.99

Year 5
978-1-903853-78-8
86 pages £18.50
e-pdf £12.99

Assemblies

Year 3
978-1-903853-76-4
86 pages £18.50
e-pdf £12.99

Year 6
978-1-903853-79-5
86 pages £18.50
e-pdf £12.99

Set: 978-1-903853-80-1 @ £90.00

www.brilliantpublications.co.uk
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Maths

Years 1 and 2
978-1-78317-184-2
56 pages £16.50
e-pdf £10.99

Years 3 and 4
978-1-78317-185-9
56 pages £16.50
e-pdf £10.99

Years 5 and 6
978-1-78317-186-6
56 pages £16.50
e-pdf £10.99

Help children develop problem solving
strategies through investigations
rd 1

a
Task c

•

Counter Trials

What you need:

What to do:

• 6 counters

1. Working in pairs, colour the counters so that they are all one
colour on one side and another colour on the other side.
2. Put the counters into a container and give them a bit
of a shake up.
3. Predict how many of each colour will be visible when
you tip them out.
4. Make a record of your estimates and the actual results
as follows:

• Paint or felt
pens
• A container or
bag
• Pencil and a
long strip of
paper

Tip out

Estimate
Colour 1

Actual
Colour 2

Colour 1

Colour 2

•

1
2, etc

5. If you repeat this process 10 times, do you think your
total estimates and actuals will be close?
6. Would it be a good idea to change your estimate on the
basis of any trend in the actual results? Why/why not?

rd 2

a
Task c

Leap Frogs

What you need:

What to do:

• Coloured
counters, 6
each of two
colours

1. Set out the counters in a straight line so that there are 4
of one colour at one end with a single space in the middle
followed by 4 of the other colour at the other end.

• Paper and
pencil

•

2. The task is to make the colours swap ends in the least
number of moves. Counters may slide into an empty space or
jump over one other counter in any direction.
3. Find a way of recording your moves each time so that you
can count them and improve on the result next time.
HINT: Think about the problem-solving strategy ‘try a simpler
case’. It might help to begin with only 2 or 3 of each colour.

This page may be photocopied by the purchasing institution only.
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OPEN-ENDED MATHS INVESTIGATIONS YEARS 3–4

© ANN BAKER

AND JOHNNY

BAKER

Investigations
encourage use
of higher order
mathematical
strategies.
Help develop
proficiency in a wide
range of problem
solving strategies.
Each book contains:
teacher’s notes, games
and ideas, over 25
worksheets and task
cards.

Buy as a set
of 3 books
and save
over £9

Set: 978-0-85747-810-8 @ £48.00

www.brilliantpublications.co.uk

Maths

English

Book 1
978-1-78317-267-2
54 pages £17.50
e-pdf £11.99

Book 2
978-1-78317-268-9
66 pages £17.50
e-pdf £11.99

Book 3
978-1-78317-269-6
66 pages £17.50
e-pdf £11.99

Use superheroes to
motivate children!
•

•
•
•

Science

Mighty Fun Ideas for Practising Times
Tables is a three-part book series that
uses superheroes to motivate children to
practise all of the skills needed to solve
multiplication, division and word-based
times table problems.
The worksheets can be used in any
order.
Use as stand alone 5-20 minute lesson
reinforcements or as regular times table
learning.
Perfect for the Year 4 times table test.
Planet adventure

20:00

Each planet has a question on it. Answer the questions then help Mighty Jet Pack
Jim jump around the answers in order, joining them up from the lowest number to
the highest.

3 x 10 =

Art
PE
PSHE
Early
Years

10 x 4 =

8 x 10 =
6 x 10 =
10 x 10 =

10 x 9 =

Set: 978-1-78317-270-2 @ £42.00

10 x 11 =

5 x 10 =

2 x 10 =

MFL

10x

How did you do?

Buy as a
set of 3
books and
save over
£10

Maths

Home
Challenge

Mighty Challenge

Jump down
J
d
the
th stairs
t i counting
ti in
i
10s. How high can you count?

Can you add a question to the blank
planet with an answer that is 120?

©Hannah
H
h Allum,
All
Hannah
H
h Smart
S
t and
d Brilliant
B illi t Publications
P bli ti

Assemblies

10 x 7 =

Mighty Fun Activities for Practising Times Tables
Tables, Book 1

This page may be photocopied for use by the purchasing institution only.

www.brilliantpublications.co.uk
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Maths

Years 1 and 2
978-1-78317-083-8
98 pages £18.50
e-pdf £12.99

•

•
•

•

Years 3 and 4
978-1-78317-084-5
106 pages £18.50
e-pdf £12.99

Children complete the
sheets to find out the
answer to silly jokes and
riddles.
The easy to use sheets
are self-correcting and
children love them.
Great for differentiated
group work, independent
activities and for
homework.
The objective for each
sheet is clearly linked to
the National Curriculum,
making it easy to
differentiate up or down.

Set: 978-1-78317-087-6 @ £48.00

14

Years 5 and 6
978-1-78317-085-2
108 pages £18.50
e-pdf £12.99

Fun and exciting activities
to assess children’s maths
ability
Place value and ordering (2)
Learning objectives
I know the value of each digit in numbers up to 1,000,000.
I can use place value to say which is the largest number.

122

25%

XVII
V
VII

0.25

÷

3/12

=

To solve the joke, use place value to work out the value of the underlined digit and write the
answer in the oval. Then use the grid to nd the letter that goes with each answer. The rst one is
done for you!

Buy as a set
of 3 books
and save
over £7

20,000
M

400
T

600,000
O

2,000
R

400,000
A

6,000
S

200,000
D

40,000
E

What goes dot-dash-croak?

M __ __ __ __ / __ __ __ __!
827,182

636,256

312,005

896,185

666,256

454,545

222,222

540,404

20,000
644,428

Year 5 – Number and place value
•
Read, write, order and compare numbers to at least 1,000,000 and determine the value of each digit.
6

Sum Fun Maths Assessment, Years 5–6

© Katherine Bennett and Brilliant Publications
This page may be copied by the purchasing institution only

www.brilliantpublications.co.uk

Maths

English

Years 1 and 2
978-0-85747-626-5
48 pages £18.50
e-pdf £12.99

Years 3 and 4
978-0-85747-627-2
48 pages £18.50
e-pdf £12.99

Years 5 and 6
978-0-85747-628-9
48 pages £18.50
e-pdf £12.99

Develop children’s
problem solving skills
•

Three book series with reproducible
sheets for developing children’s
problem-solving skills and mathematical
ﬂuency.
The activities gradually increase in
difficulty across the series.
Each page has a theme, ranging from
sports to travel– providing real-life
problems for children to solve.
The worksheets are great for quickly
assessing pupils’ understanding.

•
•
•
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Maths
978-0-85747-761-3
50 pages £16.50
e-pdf £10.99

•
•
•
•
•

Pupils need to fill in the gaps to complete the
calculations.
Each puzzle has just one solution, but thousands of
possibilities.
They are a perfect way to challenge Key Stage 2 pupils
and help them to achieve maths mastery.
They can be used as starter activities, whole class
problem solving or for stretching the more able.
Answers and hints provided.

Maths with just
a deck of cards
•
•
•
•

Challenge KS2 pupils

978-1-78317-178-1
56 pages £18.50
e-pdf £12.99

Over 100 activities and games to teach primary maths
skills with just a deck of cards.
The activities can help children to reinforce and
consolidate key mathematical skills.
The ideas are great for homework tasks.
Playing with cards really appeals to children, keeping
them engaged and on task as they develop vital skills.

Science

Fun and exciting experiments
to help teach scientiﬁc
investigations

•
•
•

16

978-1-905780-35-8
176 pages £14.50
e-pdf £9.99

Activities provide opportunities for children to develop
their scientific enquiry skills.
Activities require a minimum of preparation and only
the simplest of science equipment.
Fits in easily with all schemes of work.

www.brilliantpublications.co.uk

MFL

English
Maths
Science

MFL
978-1-78317-121-7
106 pages £14.50
e-pdf £9.99

•

978-1-903853-98-6
120 pages £14.50
e-pdf £9.99

978-1-905780-72-3
80 pages £14.50
e-pdf £9.99

Art

• 137 tried and
Effective and
• Games and
creative language
tested activities
fun activities to
learning activities
which can be
give learners
based on drama,
used to develop
confidence
dance and
speaking,
and help them
performance.
listening, reading
create their own
Activities ensure
and writing skills
sentences and
progression in
in any language.
communicate
all four language • Ideal for students
effectively with
learning skills:
starting to learn a
others.
reading, writing,
foreign language. • Encourage
speaking and
children to
listening.
understand how
Activities to suit a
the language
range of learners
works.
from beginners
Also available
Also available
through to
in our money
in our money
moving up
Assemblies
saving
saving Starter
and advanced
Extension Packs
Packs for French
learners.
for French and
and Spanish (see

PE

•

PSHE

•

Early
Years

pages 23 and 27)

Spanish

(see pages 25 and 29)

www.brilliantpublications.co.uk
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MFL
Achievable targets for
assessing MFL
•
•
•

978-1-78317-281-8
76 pages £37.99
(Excl. VAT on CD-Rom)

•

Breaks down the Programmes of Study into
achievable, understandable objectives, creating
unified tracking for any language.
Useful for both non-specialist and specialist
teachers.
Contains a large number of creative and
adaptable ready-to-use activities which can be
used to measure pupils’ progress for each area.
Great for planning!

The perfect book for
planning how to teach
French grammar!
•
•

978-1-78317-282-5
26 pages £16.50
e-pdf £10.99

18

•

Provides a clear framework for teaching French
grammar at Key Stage 2.
Breaks the language into three key elements
and provides a model of progression in each
one: gender, verbs and sentence building and
forming questions.
A perfect tool for assessing French grammar.

www.brilliantpublications.co.uk

MFL

English
978-1-905780-11-2
64 pages
£27.99 (Excl. VAT)

•
•
•

20 fun and exciting songs
to teach French

20 songs for teaching French to 3-7 year
olds.
Songs use well-known tunes so that children
(and you!) can concentrate on learning the
lyrics.
Book contains lyrics with photocopiable
ﬂashcards and colouring sheets to help
introduce and reinforce vocabulary.

“The best song book I’ve found so far!”
Introduce children to French
in an exciting way
•
•
•
•

978-1-905780-12-9
104 pages
£33.99 (Excl. VAT)

Enjoyable way to introduce pupils to French
and help them discover the joy of learning a
foreign language.
Emphasis on role-play, songs and fun.
Children will love learning French and about
French culture through listening to the
stories on the CD.
Flexible, photocopiable sheets provide
additional activities.
978-0-85747-851-1
125 pages
£37.99 (Excl. VAT)

•
•
•
•

Teach French to young learners
through song and rhyme

Maths
Science

MFL
Art
PE
PSHE
Early
Years

Introduce children to French through song
and rhyme in EYFS and Key Stage 1.
Provides planning, activities and ideas for 18
popular topics, ranging from jungle animals
to clothing.
Assemblies
DVD-Rom and CD contain audio recordings
of songs, video clips to aid pronunciation of
key sounds and a bank of resources.
Very supportive for non-specialist teachers.

www.brilliantpublications.co.uk

More
Able
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MFL

NEW!

A ﬂexible approach to
learning French
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easy to use, ﬂexible, lesson plans, with all the
resources you need to start teaching French
straight away
Enjoyable activities, songs and games that will
appeal to and engage 5–7 year olds
Designed for both the non-specialist and
specialist, with all language modelled by native
French speakers
Colourful PowerPoints bring another dimension
to learning vocabulary and sentence structures
All the resources are easily adapted to suit the
needs and abilities of the class
Specially written songs to accompany each
lesson.

you?
Hands raised, palms How are
Hands raised, palms
How are you?
open
open
I am not good
Thumb down
Thumb down
poorly
very
I am
I am
not
Thumbs down,
good
Thumbs down,
I am very poorly
tongue out
tongue out
Sorry to hear this
Désolé(e)
Straight face,
Désolé(e)
Straight face,back
Ça va bien.
Sorry to hear this
hands behind
hands behind back Goodbye
Au
Waving
revoir
Au revoir
Ça va bien.
Waving
Learning objective
Goodbye
.
in
Introduction
2. Make the pupils aware of the nasal pronunciation of bien and comment
To be able to say simple greetings
aware of the nasal pronunc
2. Make the
when
nose
their
French.
hold
to
iation
them
ask
of bien and commen
A trick II use
children love), is to
(that the children
Talk to the class about what
A trick use (that
love), is to to try
same nasal t.
the their
them
making
to hold
saying bien
Then I ask themask
nose when
commentt.. Then
or commen
you are going to teach
saying bienor
Vocabulary
I ask them to try making
sounds, but
noses.
the same nasal
their
holding
without
without
but
Hello
holding
today.
sounds,
their noses.
Bonjour
Hi
Comme ci,
Salut
3. Hold up the flashcard with pictures only or use the PPT slides, so you
comme ça.
s with pictures only
How are you?
3. Hold up the flashcards
Comment ça va ?
times before
or use thelistPPT
a few
If this is their first lesson in
can practise saying
slides,
words on the vocabulary
so you
thewords
Good/I am good
can practise sayingthe
Ça va bien
Comme ci,
on the vocabulary
French, ask them if they
list a few times before
showing the French
(well)
the class.
spellingtotothe
comme ça.
showing the Frenchspelling
class.
Very well/I am
know any French words
Ça va très bien
PPT slides. Explain
the
4.
or
Show
pictures
well
and
the
very
words
flashcard
France.
with
s with
or anything about
words and pictures
4. Show the flashcards
that the final
or nt
. Explain
the
PPT slides.
to the class about
salut/comme
comme ça I am okay
in
ci,
‘t’
Explain
about
silent
Comme
facts
the
some
about
the
them
class
silent
Give
to the
‘t’ in salut/comment
that the
I am not good
and explain
letter in most French
Ça va mal
that the
is silent. Show the ‘ç.’ Explain
words
final
French
words
most
in
at
France (showing them
letter
is
good
silent.
not
am
I
Show
you have
the ‘ç’ and
you that
Ça va très mal
tells
little ‘comma’ is called
explain
the pupils love to be
that the
a cédille. It is a sign which
a cédille.
all
little ‘comma’ is called
pictures). From my experience,
It is a sign called
cédille).
tells
to pronounce thethe
you that you have
Tower, croissants and
(that’s why iswhich
a ‘s’
Sorry to hear this
as as
a ‘s’
Désolé(e)
to pronounce ‘c’‘c’
given information about the Eiffel
(that’s why is called
cédille).
Good bye
Au revoir
with
5. Put the children
famous French cheeses.
of 4–5. Print out a set of flashcards
in groups
in groups
of 4–5.
5. Put the children
Print out a set of flashcard
pictures only (one set set per group).
s with
Call out a new word/ question/
Ça va mal.
pictures only (one per group). Call out a new
On the CD-Rom
French do not just
speak
who
correct
people
the
word/
that
with
answer
question/ picture.
Explain
and ask ask
to hold up the card
the the
pupils
pupils
to hold
answer and
PPT presentation includes:
up the card with the
countries around
(this
group
After a few minutes
correct
3–10)
live in France, but also live in other
choose a leader in each
picture.
Ça va mal.
of practice,
of practice
• actions with pictures only (slides
After a few minutes
, choose a leader in
Madagascar,
of the
the rest
(slides
while
each
should be a more able
group
the globe, for example, Canada,
to call out the words,
(this
• actions with words and spelling
child)
child)
to call
should be a more able
out the words, while
pupils show their cards.
11–20)
the rest of the
Cameroon, etc.
pupils show their cards.
When they
6. Ask the children
Additional resources needed
to greet each
to put the cards in a small bag.
to help
you
to help
you to
put
Explain that today they will be learning
the cards in a small Qu’est-ce que
6. Ask the children
come
to you to puttothe
Flashcards from PPT (slides 3–10)
the bag, ask them bag. When they
that by the end of
the card
putcard
in theinbag,
come to you
other in French. Let the class know
ask them Qu’est-c
Small flashcards with pictures only
c’est ?
to remember.
(What is it?) isHelp
e que
who struggle
answer the question
the ones
it?) Help
the ones
c’est ? (What
who struggle to rememb
this lesson you hope they can all
(pages 58–62)
er.
words
a random
7. Ask the class to
in French.
Small flashcards with pictures and
sit in
on the carpet. Give them each
Comment ça va ? (How are you?)
in a circle
toasitcircle
on the
class
Ohh, désole !
the
Ask
carpet.
7.
Give their card
try to
card from your bag.
(pages 53–57)
eachand
a random
to look atthem
the pupils
Ask
the
bag.
pupils
to look at their card
card from your Ask
Small bag
with
rememb
big flashcards
the and
try to
er what their picture
represents. Show
Ohh, désole !
what their picture
represen
Soft ball
ts. Show the big flashcard
around
spellingremember
again and ask
to watch and listen. Go
s with
the pupils
theask
pupils
and
Puppets
only toonly
spelling again
watch andislisten.
before
and collect
on their
Gocard
around
what
the cards.
say
to
have
They
They
collect the cards.have to say what is on their
puttingand
card before
it in your bag.
putting it in your bag.
8. Give the class 5
(I
or 10 seconds
to return to their carpet spaces.
or 10 seconds
to return
to their carpet
8. toGive the class 5
prefer
lesson, but
count down in French
(I I explain
Activity
right from my firstspaces.
right from
to count down in French
my first lesson,Show
vocabulary:
beforehprefer
numbers on
and that they will hearwill hear French
explain
numbers. but Ithe
presentation to introduce the
they French numbers
1. Use the actions on the PPT
beforehand that
.
Show
your fingers,
the numbers
are left.)
so the pupils pupils
onAct out
how many seconds
see
seecan
how
many seconds are
your fingers, so thecan
Hello/ Hi
some conversa
vocabulary,
left.)
the
using
Waving
Act
tions between
out
two puppets
Ça va trés mal.
s between
Bonjour /Salut
the twothe
conversation
puppets using the vocabulyou at the
in front ofsome
How are you?
the class. Ask them
Hands raised with
listen carefully and to tell ary,
Ask
to them
listen to
Comment ça va?
carefully
in front of the class.
and to telldoing.
end of each
know from Ça va trés mal.
you atI the
conversation how your
palms up
your puppets are
how
puppets
end of each conversation
are doing. I know
experience
I am good
from
that the children children
love talking puppets.
Thumb up
that the absoluteabsolutely
ly love talking puppets
Ça va bien
experience
.
I am very good
Comment ça va?
Both thumbs up
Ça va trés bien
OK
Wobble hands from OK/ I am
French is Fun for
Comme ci, comme ça
© Brilliant Publications Limited
Key Stage
1
side to side
French is Fun for Key1Stage

978-0-85747-830-6
92 pages
£27.99 (exc. VAT on USB stick)

Comment
va?
çaça
va?
Comment
Çava
vamal
mal
Ça
Çava
vatrès
trèsmal
mal
Ça

1. Greetings

up

e

t,
d
dio

g
.

ons.

n

sh,
he

on!

Learning objective
© Brilliant Publications Limited

Limited

6

© Brilliant Publicatio

ns Limited

6

Bonjou
Comment
r
ça va! ?
Rose

Au revoir.

Comme ci,
comme ça.

Ça va
très bien.
Comment ça
va ?

a soft ball. At the
them
revoir.
and give Au
9. Ask the pupils to sit in a circle
other
the ball around, greeting each
beginning, just ask them to pass
Au pupil
revoir.
finish, choose a more confident
with Bonjour or Salut. When they
? and pass the ball to the next
the question Comment ça va
9. to
Askask
the
pupils to sit in a circle he/she should pass the ball to the next
should answer. Thenand give them a soft ball. At
Ça va trés bien.
child, who
beginnin
the
g, just ask them to pass etc.
question,
the
same
ball around, greeting
asking the
child,Bonjour
with
each other
or Salut. When they
finish, choose
little picture cards
the
out a
more
sit at their tables. Give
confident pupil
ask the
the children
questionto
Send
10. to
Comme
nt ça the? question
ça va ?
and passComment
the ball to the next
answers tova
child,
who should
the different
displaying
answer.
Then he/she should
of the class.
front
to the
pass
the ball to the next
child,
able pupils to come
more question
asking
foursame
or the
Ask three
, etc.
Comment ça va ? When
of them a card with the question
each
Ça va trés bien.
Givethe
10. Send
children to sit at their go around each table and ask the
tables. Give out the
these pupils must
you sayg‘Start’,
little must collect
displayin
the different answers
cards
has replied, theypicture
child
to the
question
on their card. After each
Comment ça va ?
question
Ask
three or
four more able pupils
reward.
gets ato
to come
child with most cards
Au revoir!
the front of the class.
cards.ofThe
theeach
Give
them a card with the
choose
must
question
pupils
The
Comme
chair).
you say‘Magic
nt ça va ? When
use the teacher’s
‘Start’,chair’
these(Ipupils
11. Play
must go around each
keep it
? and
ça va
table
question
and ask the
the question Comment
toAfter
answers
thetheir
card.
one of on
each child on replied,
chair’. The rest
the ‘magic
the cards.Invite
they
to come and sithas
must collect
one child
secret. The child
with most
cards gets a reward.
then guess what he/she has chosen.
11. Playof‘Magic
the class
chair’ (I use the teacher
’s chair). The pupils
Au revoir!
one of the answers
must choose
to the question Comme
nt ça va ? and keep
secret. Invite one child
it
to come and sit on
the ‘magic chair’. The
of the class then guess
rest
what he/she has chosen.
Extensions

PPT
Alain le Lait. Click on the link in the
to the song Bonjour, bonjour, by
Ask the class to watch and listen
the song says. Then practise
tch?v=atNkI6QFZ50. Explain what
(slide ??) https://www.youtube.com/wa
actions. For now, practise only
to stand up, dance and join in with
the song with the class, asking them Extensions
bien.
très
va,
ça
comment
Ask the
merci,
bonjour,
class
to vocabulary:
watch and listen
target
the
to the song Bonjour,
bonjour, by Alain le Lait.
(slide ??) https://www.youtube
Click on the link in the
.com/watch?v=atNkI6QFZ50
PPT
. Explain what the song
the song with the class,
says. Then practise
asking them to stand
up, dance and join in
for Key Stage 1
the target vocabulary:
with
French
actions.is
ForFun
now, practise only
bonjour, merci, comment
ça va, très bien.
© Brilliant Publications Limited
7

ns Limited

French is Fun for
Key Stage 1

des sœurs ?
As-tu des frères ou

7

s ou sœurs.
Je n’ai pas de frère

2
Family Members

20

Ça va
très bien.
Comment ça
va ?

© Brilliant Publicatio

5
mon
grandpère

1
French is Fun for Key Stage

Brilliant Publications Limited

Salut !
Pointi

Comme ci, Comment
comme ça. ça vaAu? revoir.

To learn the French
names for family members

Family Members

Salut !
Pointi

Bonjour
Rose !

Brilliant Publications Limited

15

Family Members

Brilliant Publications Limited
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MFL

NEW!

Sing and dance
your way to perfect
pronunciation
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

Catchy, fun songs specially written
to teach and reinforce key French
phonic sounds
Contains all you need to get started:
audio files, videos, worksheets and
classroom resources
Songs link to popular topics such as
animals, clothes, outer space and
days of the week, making it easy to
incorporate these songs into your
French lessons
Each song is based on a different
phoneme from the French Language
allowing you to provide a specific
phonic focus for the lesson
The lyrics have been written with
the Primary MFL curriculum in
mind, providing a wealth of ageappropriate, frequently used
vocabulary and phrases.
Teaching notes offer some additional
ideas on how to exploit the songs
and possible extension work in the
classroom and beyond
See oral, writing, listening and
reading skills improve as well as
confidence and motivation to
communicate in French.

English
Maths
Science

MFL
Art

978-0-85747-849-8
58 pages
£33.99 (exc. VAT on USB stick)
21. Le petit canard
Coin-coin
Le petit canard Coin-coin
Un jour est parti trop loin
Il s’est perdu dans le foin
Il a besoin d’un coup de main.
Allez, Coin-coin
Ne vas pas trop loin
Allez, Coin-coin
Viens voir tes copains
Allez Coin-coin, Coin-coin.
Le petit canard Coin-coin,
Un jour est parti trop loin
Il s’est perdu dans le foin
Il a besoin d’un coup de main.
Allez, Coin-coin
Ne vas pas trop loin
Allez, Coin-coin
Viens voir tes copains
C’est l’heure de prendre ton bain.
Coin-coin !

Nom :

21. Le petit canard Coincoin
Tracks

21 & 42

oin

1. Trace the grapheme below

oin

oin

2. Circle the four words
poids

loin

and then practise writing

oin

it yourself:

oin

below that contain the

fois

3. Complete the word search

coin

grapheme oin.

grenouille

below, then translate

o c v z t c a
k o z i h a f
t
o b t r y a z
r d f d y l m
f
k r n j o n q
n f m w y x e
h
f b l y c a a
n e i h c r c
o
h u n q e r o
k z g q l p g
n
m v x i g d x
t m t i t e p
e
w d e l o m a
v t t g u j g
w
m w o c w s h
m b t z u l x
n
n a l j v b e
q p d e i d s
q
z c h e v a l
b e m r e f e
i
q n i o f w c
z n o h c o c
r
p q o t k l s
h w i h d s c
b
j x t o e v p
t g h o v b u
t
s y o j x i q
z v i a l s q
n
b u n e q x j
s n k g n p r
r

4. Colour in the picture

besoin

témoin

toît

the words into English.

cheval
chien
foin
loin
besoin
cochon
petit

PSHE

grand
ferme

below according to the
following colour code:
Coin-coin = jaune
foin
= marron
cochon = rose
chien
= noir
cheval
= gris

Songs and worksheets
develop reading and
writing skills

54
institution only.
This page may be copied for use by the purchasing

PE

canard

21 Fun Songs to Teach French Phonics
21 Fun Songs to Teach
Brilliant Publications Limited
French©Phonics
© Br
Brilliant Publications Limited

This page may be copied for use by
This

Videos of the songs with actions
develop oral and listening skills

www.brilliantpublications.co.uk
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Assemblies
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MFL
•
•

•

•

Learn French through stories.
Each part has 14 short stories
supplied both as print books
and as audio-enhanced
e-storybooks.
Packs also contain teacher
book, interactive sentence
builder activities, audio files
and more.
Covers all the Programmes
of Study.

Learn French
with Luc et Sophie
Part 1
14 stories, Teacher book/CDs
978-1-78317-343-3
£47.99 (excl £2 VAT)

Part 2
14 stories, Teacher book/CDs
978-1-78317-344-0
£47.99 (excl £2 VAT)

Part 1
storybooks

Part 2
storybooks

22
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MFL

English
Maths

Buy all 3
levels for £67
(excl VAT)

Level 1
978-1-78317-199-6
6 information books, a
teacher book and CD-Rom.
£27.99 (excl £2 VAT)
Level 2
978-1-78317-200-9
6 information books, a
teacher book and CD-Rom.
£27.99 (excl £2 VAT)

Science
Brilliant French
Information Books
•
•

Three levels, each with easy-to-read French
information books and a teaching guide.
Introduces unfamiliar language in a
controlled way, giving pupils confidence.
Inbuilt progression and differentiation so
you can stretch pupils.
You can listen along using the audio files.

Level 3
978-1-78317-201-6
•
6 information books, a
teacher book and CD-Rom.
£27.99 (excl £2 VAT)
•
Set: 978-1-78317-298-6 @ £67.00

MFL
Art
PE

Level 1

PSHE
Early
Years

Level 2

Assemblies

Level 3

www.brilliantpublications.co.uk
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MFL
Learn French through
memory tricks!
•
•
•

978-1-78317-093-7
102 pages £19.99
e-pdf £13.99

Memory tricks, using sound and idea
associations are the ideal way to teach French
grammar and vocabulary.
All memory tricks are presented in a highly visual,
page-by-page format, to facilitate learning.
Contains handy exercises, so that you can check
pupils’ understanding of each grammar point as
you progress through the book.

“This is an incredibly useful book”

Award winning, multi-sensory
approach to teaching phonics
•
•
•

978-0-85747-958-7
79 pages
£33.99 (excl. £2 VAT)

24

•

Each of the 26 sounds (phonemes) has an
associated grapheme and action.
Students will develop accurate pronunciation
and intonation and gain skills to tackle new
vocabulary with confidence.
The accompanying files are compatible with
interactive whiteboards, tablets, smartphones
and computers.
Interactive white board files for all the
phonemes enable you to adapt the resources in
any topic.

www.brilliantpublications.co.uk

MFL
Use raps to
teach French
•
•
•

978-0-85747-691-3
60 pages £27.99
(Excl. VAT on CD-Rom)

•

Specially written raps which have been tried
and tested in the classroom.
Embed complex sentence structures such
as questions and answers.
Introduce key words and phrases for
popular primary school French topics,
including animals, numbers and weather.
Accompanying CD-Rom contains audio
recordings and PowerPoints to help teach
and reinforce the vocabulary.

Learn grammar
through songs!
•
•
•
•

w
e
N

978-1-78317-280-1
80 pages
£27.99 (excl. VAT)

20 specially written songs to help teach
French grammar.
The tunes are catchy and easy to learn.
Each song focuses on a single grammar
point.
The songs are sung by French speakers on
the accompanying CD, so pupils can hear
the correct intonation and pronunciation.

Teach French through songs!
•
•
•
978-1-78317-092-0
44 pages
£27.99 (excl. VAT)

20 specially written songs set to familiar
tunes so that children (and you!) can
concentrate on the words.
Book contains lyrics with photocopiable
ﬂashcards to help reinforce key vocabulary.
CD-Rom contains recordings by native
French speakers, music tracks and colour
versions of the ﬂashcards.

www.brilliantpublications.co.uk
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MFL
Art
PE
PSHE
Early
Years
Assemblies
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MFL
Humorous French mini-plays
that children will love!
•
•
•
•
•
978-1-905780-77-8
48 pages
£33.99 (excl. £2 VAT)

These specially written plays use and reinforce
simple, repetitive language.
Performing the plays will develop speaking
confidence.
Pupils develop intonation and pronunciation
in a natural way.
Photocopiable scripts mean plays can easily
be adapted.
Use audio files to develop listening skills.

“Excellent tool for increasing
self-confidence in the classroom”

Make French enjoyable to
learn with fun plays
•

•
•
•
978-1-78317-245-0
124 pages
£33.99 (excl. £2 VAT)

26

•

10 specially written plays adapted from wellknown stories – with a twist. Adding extra
humour is the ideal way of motivating children.
The plays use repetitive language to make it
easier for pupils to follow the story.
Each play has a specific language focus.
The audio recordings on the CD-Rom bring the
plays to life.
Use the plays to enhance listening, speaking
and reading skills in French.

www.brilliantpublications.co.uk

MFL

English

Everything you need to get started

Maths
Science

MFL
978-1-903853-37-5
56 pages
£27.99 (Excl. VAT)

978-1-905780-44-0
88 pages £18.50
e-pdf £12.99

•

Contains
background
information,
vocabulary
and teaching
activities for
French festivals
and traditions.
Makes French
come alive!

•

mars / March

Mardi gras
Nom:

•

•

•

Date:

I understand how and
why Mardi gras is celebrated
in France.
Imagine you are in a town
in France, celebrating
Mardi gras with your friends
family.

and

What can you see?

mars / March

gras
Mardi
Time

•

Carnival

Background information

Tuesday, is an annual

French
Le violet
Le doré
Le vert

celebration. It is also called,

le carnaval or Carnival

What canare:
you hear?
of Mardi gras
Symbolising
justice
power
faith

English
purple
gold
green

world today.

Carnival season
gras ag is own during

An ofcial Mardi
Kings and Queens.

outside the homes of

institution only.

of Russia visited New
Duke Alexis Romanoff
During his stay he
from 1872 when the Grand
The colours originate
actress called Lydia Thompson. all around the
used
that he went to nd an
Orleans. It is believed
These colours are still
ofcial Mardi gras colours.
was asked to select the
past Carnival

Extension activities
the ancient Romans
2nd Century. During mid-February
◆ Design
of
in the gras
a Mardi
some time
Mardi gras celebrations
costume in to
Mardi gras has its origins
thetheof
cial colours. Can you
type festival quite similar
in French
a circususing
label the costume
the dictionary?
would observe ‘Lupercalia’,
spread all over Europe.
today. From Rome, celebrations
day before Ash
◆ Use the Internet to
is because it falls on the
Thishow
nd out
Mardi gras
literally means ‘Fat Tuesday’.
ends on Easter Sunday.
In French, Mardi gras
period of fasting which is celebrated in different countries.
prior to Lent, a 40-day
Wednesday, the last day

Origins
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Help pupils explore
the patterns and
sounds of French
through these
catchy songs.
CDs include 20
songs sung by
French children,
mini dialogues and
role plays.
Topics include:
numbers,
greetings, weather
and more.
The photocopiable
book contains
teacher’s notes on
how to introduce,
use and extend
each song, along
with supporting
resources.

978-1-903853-02-3
122 pages
£33.99 (Excl. VAT)

•

•
•

•

This ﬂexible
scheme is
ideal for the
non-specialist
teacher,
especially in
Years 3 and 4.
Clearly laid out
lesson plans.
The CD models
all the language
introduced
and includes
traditional
French songs.
Topics range
from animals,
family and food,
weather and
holidays.

www.brilliantpublications.co.uk

Art
PE
PSHE
Early
Years
Assemblies

More
Able
27

MFL
Fun games and activities to practise and
reinforce learning, that children will love

978-1-905780-45-7
58 pages £16.50
e-pdf £11.99

•

•

•

28

978-1-903853-81-8
52 pages £18.50
e-pdf £11.99

Child-friendly and
enjoyable way
to learn French
vocabulary.
Easy-to-use in a
mixed ability class
with three types
of lotto boards
provided for each
topic.
Ideal for practising
reading, speaking
and listening skills.

•

•

•

Reinforce vocabulary
and simple sentence
structures using
these 20 fun, easyto-play games.
Teacher’s notes give
instructions, learning
objectives and
extensions for each
game.
Children will build
their confidence
in speaking and
listening as they go.

978-1-905780-62-4
148 pages £19.99
e-pdf £13.99

•

•

An invaluable timesaving resource, with
key vocabulary for 20
topics.
Flashcards, picture
matching cards,
activity pages, word
searches, anagrams
and other puzzles
all help pupils to
remember and
recognise words
instantly.

www.brilliantpublications.co.uk

MFL

English

Help pupils move beyond simple
vocabulary and focus on creating their
own sentences
978-1-905780-10-5
58 pages £17.50
e-pdf £11.99

•
•
•

Contains ‘fill-in-the-gap’ template letters
to build pupils’ confidence and make letter
writing easy.
Additional vocabulary and extension ideas
make it easy to create new sentences.
Helps to foster positive attitudes towards
learning.

Games and activities to give
learners conﬁdence
•
•
•

Provide a real
purpose and context

978-1-905780-72-3
80 pages £14.50
e-pdf £9.99

Over 70 ideas to help children create their
own sentences and communicate effectively.
Encourage children to feel ownership of the
language and understand how the language
‘works’.
Suitable for most languages and for a wide
range of topics.
978-1-905780-66-2
90 pages £18.50
e-pdf £12.99

•
•

Teach children to
speak French

Maths
Science

MFL
Art
PE
PSHE
Early
Years

Help your pupils to engage in meaningful
conversations with these easy-to-use surveys, Assemblies
role-plays, presentations, quizzes, and games.
Provides opportunities for presenting
ideas and information orally to a range of
audiences.

www.brilliantpublications.co.uk

More
Able

29

MFL

w
e
N
Multi-sensory approach to
teaching phonics
•
•

978-0-85747-805-4
94 pages £33.99
(Excl. VAT on CD-Rom)

•

•

Each of the 20 sounds (phonemes) has an
associated grapheme and action.
Students will develop accurate pronunciation and
intonation and gain skills to tackle new vocabulary
with confidence.
The accompanying files show how to use the
sounds and actions to spell and pronounce
words.The files are compatible with interactive
whiteboards, tablets, smartphones and computers.
Interactive white board files for all the phonemes
enable you to adapt the resources in any topic.

Use songs to teach Spanish
pronunciation and intonation
•
•
•

•

30

20 songs for teaching Spanish to 5-11 year olds.
Songs use well-known tunes so that children (and
you!) can concentrate on learning the lyrics.
The book contains the words to all the songs,
with English translations, as well as photocopiable
ﬂashcards and colouring sheets to help introduce
and reinforce vocabulary.
CD-Rom contains recordings of all the songs sung
by a native Spanish speaker, as well as music tracks
to enable ‘karaoke’ performances.

978-1-78317-306-8
54 pages
£27.99 (Excl. VAT)

www.brilliantpublications.co.uk

MFL

English

Everything you need to get started

Maths
Science

MFL
978-1-905780-53-2
105 pages £18.50
e-pdf £12.99

•

978-1-905780-13-6
63 pages
£27.99 (Excl. VAT)

Contains
background
information
and teaching
activities
for Spanish
festivals and
traditions.

Las Fallas de San José
Nombre:

•

•

marzo / March

•

Fecha:

I can explain about the Las Fallas de San José.
Draw a picture of a fallas model. Use a dictionary to label the parts of the body
or the clothes your model is wearing, in Spanish.

marzo / March

Las Fallas de San José
The Torches of Saint Joseph

This page may be photocopied for use by the purchasing institution only.

Background information

This is a Valencian tradition in celebration
of Saint Joseph and it is held on the 19th
March each year. Huge papier-mâché models
depicting local characters and politicians are
created and set up in squares and streets all
over Valencia. Fallas artists can spend up to
a whole year designing and building these
models. Each year there are competitions for
the best fallas and the very best are kept for
displays in a special museum in Valencia.

Each day of Fallas begins at 8am with ‘la despertá’ or ‘the wake up call’. Brass bands will play
lively music through the streets, followed by people throwing recrackers as they go. At 2pm
there is ‘mascletá’ – an explosive display of recrackers.
On the nal night of Fallas, at around midnight, the models are set alight. The res are known as

Make a PowerPoint presentation
of overall
the events
‘Cremá’. One isshowing
selected some
to be the
winnerwhich
and istake
kept place
for inclusion in the museum. The
during the festival. nal night of the festival is called ‘Nit del Foc’. It is always the grandest night of reworks and
res as it constitutes the grand nale.

Spanish Festivals and Traditions

© Nicolette Hannam, Michelle Williams and Brilliant Publications

•
Help pupils
explore the
patterns and
sounds of Spanish
through these
catchy songs.
CDs include 20
•
songs sung by
Spanish children.
•
Topics include:
numbers,
greetings, weather
and more.
•

The celebrations last for 5 days and people
dress up in regional costumes, medieval in
style. They proudly wear expensive, traditional
dress to show that they are from Valencia. Like
many of the estas, there is music, dancing,
processions, food, drink and reworks. Paella
originates in Valencia and is very popular.

Extension activity

978-1-903853-64-1
120 pages
£33.99 (Excl. VAT)

21

There are several theories regarding the origins of the Fallas festival. Valencian carpenters used
planks of wood to hang their candles on during the winter – these planks were called ‘parots’.
When Spring came, they no longer needed the wood, so it was burnt. Over time, the date
of burning the ‘parots’ and the celebration of Saint Joseph coincided, so Saint Joseph was
declared the patron saint of carpenters.

This ﬂexible
scheme is ideal
for the nonspecialist teacher,
especially in Years
3 and 4.
Clearly laid out
lesson plans.
The CD models
all the language
introduced
and includes
traditional
Spanish songs.
Topics range from
Assemblies
animals, family
and holidays.

This tradition continued to change. The ‘parot’ was given clothes, so it looked like a person.
Features of well known people in the town or villages were then added and today cardboard or
soft cork is used to create fallas in excess of 30 metres!

Spanish Festivals and Traditions

© Nicolette Hannam, Michelle Williams and Brilliant Publications
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PE

PSHE
Early
Years

More
Able
31

MFL
Fun games and activities to practise and
reinforce learning, that children will love

978-1-905780-47-1
58 pages £16.50
e-pdf £11.99

•

•

•

32

978-1-903853-95-5
52 pages £18.50
e-pdf £11.99

Child-friendly and
enjoyable way
to learn Spanish
vocabulary.
Easy-to-use in a
mixed ability class
with three types
of lotto boards
provided for each
topic.
Ideal for practising
reading, speaking
and listening skills.

•

•

•

Reinforce vocabulary
and simple sentence
structures using these
20 fun, easy-to-play
games.
Teacher’s notes give
instructions, learning
objectives and
extensions for each
game.
Children will build
their confidence
in speaking and
listening as they go.

978-1-905780-63-1
148 pages £19.99
e-pdf £13.99

•

•

An invaluable timesaving resource, with
key vocabulary for
20 topics.
Flashcards, picture
matching cards,
activity pages, word
searches, anagrams
and other puzzles
all help pupils to
remember and
recognise words
instantly.

www.brilliantpublications.co.uk

MFL

English

Help pupils move beyond simple
Maths
vocabulary and focus on creating their
own sentences
978-1-905780-42-6
58 pages £17.50
e-pdf £11.99

•
•
•

Contains ‘fill-in-the-gap’ template letters
to build pupils’ confidence and make letter
writing easy.
Additional vocabulary and extension ideas
make it easy to create new sentences.
Helps to foster positive attitudes towards
learning.

Games and activities to give
learners conﬁdence
•
•
•

Provide a real
purpose and context

978-1-905780-72-3
80 pages £14.50
e-pdf £9.99

Over 70 ideas to help children create their
own sentences and communicate effectively.
Encourage children to feel ownership of the
language and understand how the language
‘works’.
Suitable for most languages and for a wide
range of topics.
978-1-905780-68-6
90 pages £18.50
e-pdf £12.99

•

•

Teach children to
speak Spanish

Help your pupils to engage in meaningful
conversations with these easy-to-use
surveys, role-plays, presentations, quizzes,
and games.
Provides opportunities for presenting
ideas and information orally to a range of
audiences.

www.brilliantpublications.co.uk

Science

MFL
Art
PE
PSHE
Early
Years
Assemblies

More
Able
33

MFL
•
•

•

•

Learn Spanish through stories.
Each part has 14 short stories
supplied both as print books
and as audio-enhanced
e-storybooks.
Packs also contain teacher
book, interactive sentence
builder activities, audio files
and more.
Covers all the Programmes of
Study.

Learn Spanish
with Luis y Sofía
Part 1
14 stories, Teacher book/CDs
978-1-78317-322-8
£47.99 (excl £2 VAT)

Part 2
14 stories, Teacher book/CDs
978-1-78317-339-6
£47.99 (excl £2 VAT)

Part 1
storybooks

Part 2
storybooks

34
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Art

English

A structured approach
to teaching drawing
•

•
•

Years 1 and 2
978-1-903853-60-3
116 pages £18.50

Clearly sets out the progression
of skills to be taught for line, tone,
texture, pattern, looking, figures and
faces, and chalk and charcoal.
The skills based approach will help
to raise children’s self esteem and
confidence.
The books provide examples of pupils’
artwork for every lesson and examples
of how the skills can be applied.

Years 3 and 4
978-1-903853-61-0
148 pages £18.50

Years 5 and 6
978-1-903853-62-7
182 pages £18.50

Buy
as a pack
for £48
Each activity has a
resource list, estimated
time, links to NC,
an introduction, a
practical activity and an
extension.
Set: 978-1-903853-70-2 @ £48.00

www.brilliantpublications.co.uk

Maths
Science

MFL
Art
PE
PSHE
Early
Years
Assemblies

More
Able
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Art

Year 1 and 2
978-1-905780-29-7
120 pages £19.99
e-pdf £13.99

•

Year 3 and 4
978-1-905780-30-3
120 pages £19.99
e-pdf £13.99

Designed
especially
for nonspecialist
teachers

Year 5 and 6
978-1-905780-31-0
128 pages £19.99
e-pdf £13.99

Aimed at non-specialist art teachers, this series provides a structured
approach to the development of painting skills.
The skills based approach will give pupils the confidence that they can paint.
Skills covered include: colour mixing, colour theory, watercolour, acrylics,
history of painting and using works of art.

•
•

lours

erco

Wat

Buy
as a pack
for £52
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Using works
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Resources
Newspaper to cover
tables
Per pair of childre
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Blue, green pink
and purple
pearlescent paint
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1 water pot
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Art
Watercolours

English

h
Colour mixing wit
coloured pencils

SKILL

watercolour

Painting a 3D
acrylic paint object using
s (group pr
oject)

USING
SKILL

Time
2 hours

Time
45 min to 1 hour

Resources
Per group of childre
Object to be painte n:
d

Selection of brushe
s in different sizes
1 water pot
1 palette covere
d in cling film
(see
note on page
81)
Black, white, brown
and yellow paint
For each child:
Permanent pen
B pencil
Sketchbook

Per pair of children:
1 water pot
For each child:
paper
Sketchbook or A4 cartridge
brush
A fine short-handled
a pencil or
Pair of compasses and
9, page 128
copies of resource sheet
lum

National Curricu
4a,b

For the teache
r:
Access to Africa
n patter

ns

Painted cats

National Curri
culum
2a,c, 4a,c, 5a,d

Introduction

Jack Perham, Year

pencils, crayons
colours with coloured
pencils and
You can mix and blend
with paints. Some coloured they are
and pastels as well as
when
luble, which means that
crayons are water-so
and blend.
wetted, the colours move
‘lead’
lour pencils, The coloured have
you
These pencils are waterco
lour pigment and, after
is made up of solid waterco with a brush dipped in water
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when you
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turn
will
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box.
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put a wet brush on a

Note
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in different colour
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st they try a dark
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a
over
then a lighter colour
best.
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different colour
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try
could
paper.
They
Practical activity make their own compass  combinations around the edges of the into
should
the brush
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 Next, demon
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it on the side of
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.
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er
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Introductio
n

Acrylic paint is
excell
objects. The paint ent for painting sculpture
and other
lasts a long time,
if it gets dirty
it can be wiped
and the colou
down
rs stay bright.
use acrylic paint
You are going
to
to
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going to be
example it was
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purchased in
advan
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painted cats were ce as part of a fundraising
project. The
auctioned and
various art projec
the money sent
to Africa for
ts in schools.)
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painting
History of

Science
different prima

ry schools

go. They coul
d design a
composite
includes all
cat which
 Next, the their ideas.
children take
it in
permanent
pens to draw turns to use the
their patterns
the cat.
onto
 Remind
the children
of the pitfa
paint (see Pote
lls of acrylic
ntial pitfalls).
 Discuss
the range of
colours to be
give children
used and
time to try
to mix som
browns by
e
adding yello
different
w or black
the existing
or white to
brown.

Possible fi
nishing tou

 A necklace
che
could be mad s
e for the cat
clay beads,
whic
using
when the clay h the children could
paint
has dried.
 Wire or
string could
be wound arou
cat’s neck,
nd the
 The patte and other objects attac
hed.
rns could be
redefined with
permanent
black
 Dots and pen outlines.
stripes can
be over
the first coat
is dry to add -painted when
to the patte
rns.
Potential pitf
alls
 Acrylic
paint does
not come off
the brushes
clothes, and
are not wash
if
ed
they will set
rock hard and out soon after use
away. Child
have to be
ren
throw
protective clothwill therefore need to wear n
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quickly. Air
shou
out of the tube
s before repla ld be squeezed
cing the lids.
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ACTIVITY

Time
An afternoon

Time
2 hours

PE

Resources
Newspapers for the tables
Oil pastels
Variety of sizes and coloured
sequins
Glue sticks

Resources
cover tables
Newspaper to
n:
Per pair of childre
:
or ready-mixed
Powder paint
ion red
• crimson + vermil
t blue
• cyan + brillian yellow
• brilliant + lemon
olours)
waterc
of
tin
a
(or
paint
Gold ready-mixed
1 water pot
1 palette

For three or four children:
Black, yellow and purple
Brusho®,
mixed in pots.
For each child:
A3 sized photocopy of
Klimt’s ‘Tree
of Life’
A3 white cartridge paper
or, if tracing
tree, A3 thin (photoco
py) paper
1 medium long-handled
brush
1 black permanent pen

For each child:
s, fine and
Watercolour brushe
medium sizes
A4 cartridge paper
paper
Sketchbooks or
Test paper
pen
1 fine-line black

For the teacher:
Access to ‘The tree of
life’ by Gustav
Klimt
Information about Klimt
on page 84

r:
For the teache
s of illuminated
Access to image
manuscripts

National Curricu
lum
2a,b, 4a, 5a

culum
Nicky Loat,

inated letter
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letter
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decorate the e
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chbooks and
and
can place som
in their sket
incredibly expe them very carefully
want to, they the background,
used
itself. If they
would have
s in
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images abou
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children coul
inate
dry,
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ne pen.
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a black fine-li
 When the
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over the outli
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 Remind
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on European
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illuminated letters
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manuscripts on

Art

Using the work
of Gustav Klimt
(mixed
media: oil pastel
s, Brusho® and col
lage)

Link
RE

Link
RE/History

National Curri
1c, 4a,b,c, 5a,d

MFL

Using works of
art

t: Illuminate

•
•
•
•

Maths

Link
Multicultural

Resources
Per group of children:
Box of watercolour pencils

SKILL

Acrylics

Introduction

You are going do some
beautiful pictures of
a big tree, you
can draw your own big
tree or trace this one.

Practical activity

 Show childre
n the painting of
‘The tree of life’
and explain to them
that the artist Klimt
his inspiration from
took
the Old Testament
Bible, which mentio
of the
ns the tree of life.
The tree
of life, as a symbo
l, pops up in many
different
religions. The tree
represents growth
and
change and the
energy of the earth
and all
the stages of life
from baby to old
age, from
seed to great tree.
(The black bird repres
death, but you don’t
ents
need to mention
 Point out the
this.)
flowers around the
base of the
tree, the patterns
on the bark, the
curling
shapes of the branch
es and the hidden
 Ask children
eyes.
to draw a big tree
with curling
branches that fills
the page right from
top
to bottom on the
paper. Younger,
or less
able, children could
paperclip the photoc
opy
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Year 2 (in the style

of Gustav Klimt)

behind thin white
paper and trace
it through.
This is possible with
photocopier paper.
 When the tree
is drawn, they should
use
colourful oil pastels
and draw circles
of
colours to repres
ent the flowers around
base of the tree
the
and patterns along
the trunk
and branches.
 Next, tell the
children to colour
in the trunk
and branches in
any way they like
with oil
pastels. They could
add leaves in pen
if they
like, or outline the
tree
different colour pastel. and branches in a
 Children should
now choose a colour
for
the background
and paint right over
the
tree and the backg
round. A different
colour
or the same colour
could be used for
the
foreground.
 When the picture
is dry they could:
• scrape off some
of the pastels to
reveal
the colours below
with an opened paper
clip;
• over-colour the
background behind
the
tree in white oil pastel
so that it stands
• stick on sequin
s to represent flowers. out;

Introduces pupils to great artists.
Contains carefully planned, clearly laid-out lesson plans.
Gives examples of how the skills can be applied.
Provides pupils with a way to express their ideas and feelings –
confidence and pride will ensue.

www.brilliantpublications.co.uk
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Physical Education
978-1-905780-84-6
112 pages £14.50

•
•
•
•

Fun adaptable games for
PE lessons

A collection of tried-and-tested games that require
little or no preparation.
The fun, easy-to-implement games use readily
available PE equipment.
The games have been specially chosen to encourage
pupils to collaborate with each other.
These imaginative activities will improve children’s
agility, coordination, aerobic fitness, speed, strength
and relaxation skills.

Each book contains 50 exciting PE challenges

Hoop
978-1-78317-138-5
56 pages £14.50
e-pdf £9.99
Tennis Ball
978-1-78317-139-2
56 pages £14.50
e-pdf £9.99

•

•

•

38

The 50 Brilliant PE Challenges books are
aimed at busy primary school teachers, who
are required to teach PE, but don't have
much knowledge of the subject.
Each book contains a variety of individual,
group and whole class activities, designed to
develop skills, foster enjoyment and promote
physical exercise.
Every activity is difficulty-rated and contains
handy tips and suggestions for further
development, ensuring all children remain
engaged and challenged according to their
ability.

Bean Bag
978-1-78317-140-8
56 pages £14.50
e-pdf £9.99

You can save
over £8 by
buying all
three books
in our series
pack.
Series Pack:
978-1-78317-141-5 @ £34.00

www.brilliantpublications.co.uk

PSHE

English
BRILLIANT PUBLICATIONS: INSPIRING TEACHERS AND CHILDREN

Ages: 5–11yrs

The Vision Within

The Vision Within
Catherine Caldwell
Stress amongst primary-age children is a growing problem, and this in turn impacts on
pupilsʼ ability to learn effectively. Meditation has a calming, beneﬁcial effect and at the
same time increases childrenʼs creative thinking skills.

Maths

Creative Visualization for the Primary Classroom

The Vision Within provides a practical introduction to creative visualization for primary
school teachers. The tried-and-tested visualization sequences are ready to use, with little
or no preparation. Optional follow-up activities link the visualizations to maths, drama,
poetry and the arts.
The visualizations in this book will help children to develop a range of life skills, from
problem solving, reasoning and evaluation to managing feelings, empathy and social
skills – making them more creative and relaxed learners – and better able to cope with
the stresses of modern day life.

Science

Other PSHE books published by Brilliant Publications:
Into the Garden of Dreams
Smiling Inside, Smiling Outside
Positively Me!
Brilliant Stories for Assemblies
More Brilliant Stories for Assemblies
Brilliant Class-led Assemblies
43 Team Building Activities
Fun with Songs
100+ Fun Ideas for Teaching Boys
100+ Fun Ideas for PE Games
100+ Fun Ideas for Creating a Happier Classroom
Where Could an Elephant Roost?
Why not TRY before you BUY? Download SAMPLE PAGES from our website:

www.brilliantpublications.co.uk

ISBN 978-1-905780-73-0

9 781905 780730

Catherine Caldwell

ebook ISBN: 978-0-85747-128-4

978-1-78317-278-8
114 pages £19.99
e-pdf £13.99

•

•

•

The book is
structured
around 40
questions that
children may
ask.
It helps
you answer
children’s
difficult
questions
about terrorism
eg When
will terrorism
end? What do
terrorists want?
Ideal resource
for teachers
wanting to know
more about how
to handle this
difficult subject.

978-1-897675-76-2
64 pages £17.50
e-pdf £11.99

Mindfulness
activities for
the classroom

978-1-905780-73-0
58 pages £16.50
e-pdf £10.99

•

•
•

•

Improve
children’s self
esteem with
these creative
ideas, games
and activities.
Help children
to recognize
their own worth
and become
increasingly
responsible
for their own
learning and
actions.

MFL

Address the
increasing stress
levels in the
classroom with
meditation.
The
visualizations in
this book will
help children to
develop a range
of life skills, from
problem solving
to managing
feelings and
social skills.

Help children
cope with
stress!

www.brilliantpublications.co.uk
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Early Years
Encourage speaking and listening
•
•
•
•
978-1-78317-123-1
99 pages £18.50
e-pdf £12.99

70 practical activities for developing speaking and
listening skills in children aged 2–5 years old.
The activities are linked to the Statutory Framework for
EYFS.
These enjoyable and productive play activities help
children to develop the skills needed to listen,
understand, express themselves and enjoy language.
The vital communication skills covered in this book will
not only provide children with the language skills they
will need to succeed at school, they will also enable
them to develop friendships and the ability to work
cooperatively.

Practical drama activities
•

•

This book contain 80 clearly laid out
and ready-to-use practical drama
activities relating to every area of the
curriculum.
The book provides you with the
support you need to develop
dramatic work in the classroom with
confidence and enthusiasm.
978-0-85747-655-5
130 pages £18.50
e-pdf £12.99

•
•
•

40

978-1-78317-026-5
105 pages £18.50
e-pdf £12.99

Well-planned play opportunities
aid learning and development

120 science and technology activities for foundation
stage.
The activities are linked to the Early Learning Goals,
giving children the skills they will need to when they get
to Key Stage 1.
Topics range from electricity and sound to animals and
all about people.

www.brilliantpublications.co.uk

Assemblies
978-1-78317-102-6
158 pages £18.50
e-pdf £12.99

•
•
•

A collection of stories all set in a fictional
school.
These stories tackle issues ranging from
bullying to learning from experiences.
Each story provides a moral dilemma for the
character(s) to consider/tackle.

50 contemporary
Christian stories
•

•

•
•

Over 60 brilliant stories
to use in assemblies

Brilliant Stories for Assemblies includes
cultural, religious, moral and historical stories.
The stories can be used at specific times of the
year, when issues arise or whenever you are
suddenly called upon to do an assembly!

Never run out of ideas
for assemblies

•

978-1-78317-228-3
196 pages £18.50
e-pdf £12.99

Contemporary collection of stories, all with a
Christian theme, making them ideal for schools
wishing to ensure that their collective worship
is, in the main, Christian.
Teacher notes include background information
and short prayers relating to each story.
978-1-903853-49-8
96 pages £18.50
e-pdf £12.99

•

50 stories to use
throughout the year

978-1-905780-74-7
158 pages £18.50
e-pdf £12.99

50 stories which deal with specific issues (such
as bullying, racism and disability) and historical
and religious events.
Themes addressed include: new beginnings,
going for goals, be the best you can be, say no
to bullying and relationships.

www.brilliantpublications.co.uk
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More Able

•

•
978-0-85747-834-4
132 pages £14.50
e-pdf £9.99

w
e
N

•

Help bright
children to
become
well-rounded
individuals

This very practical handbook, co-written by
Lyn Kendall, British Mensa’s Gifted Child
Consultant, looks at the hurdles and obstacles
that stand in the way of gifted children become
well-adjusted, successful adults.
The book also looks at the advantages of being
bright and provides accurate and meaningful
advice for bright sparks, their parents and
professionals.
The education plans and practical solutions
will be invaluable for teachers and educational
psychologists.

“Excellent insight and advice for
parenting or teaching bright sparks”
978-0-85747-633-3
48 pages £14.50
e-book £9.99

•
•
•
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Improve creative
thinking

Practical, user-friendly activities to get children
thinking creatively.
Only takes as little as 5 minutes a day.
Activities range from ‘what if’ questions to
describing things from a ‘different point of view’.

www.brilliantpublications.co.uk

More Able
978-1-78317-021-0
102 pages £18.50
e-pdf £12.99

•
•

•

Over 150
open-ended
challenges!

Over 150 entertaining, open-ended
challenges providing mental stimulation
for all children.
Children’s overall confidence and selfesteem will increase as they work through
the challenges.

Stretch your
more able children
•

English

978-1-905780-17-4
102 pages £18.50
e-pdf £12.99

Over 100 open-ended activities to stretch
your more able pupils.
Activities include: quick warm-ups, brainteasers, maths-focussed activities and
whole class activities.

Maths
Science

MFL
Art
PE
PSHE

978-1-903853-47-4
48 pages £16.50
e-pdf £10.99

•
•

Stimulate
more able pupils

Open-ended creative activities for more
able children that other children will love
too.
Wide variety of activities from quick brain
teasers to open-ended problems that can
last for days.

www.brilliantpublications.co.uk
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“Apart from them being
genuinely spot on, written
for teachers by teachers,
they are photocopiable
and affordable for small
schools.”

“The silly jokes provide good
motivation to complete the
number work. A clever idea and
“Books are attractive and lots of fun.”
with bright, bold colour
schemes. They feel user
friendly and allow for easy
photocopying for games
“Thank you very much. I
and activities.”
have been so pleased with
your resources and service.
We don’t have anything like
it in the USA.”

“I have used them with my
bottom set Year 8 group and
they love them. The spelling
and grammar are excellent and
have them asking for more (a
very rare occurrence)”
“Absolutely superb maths
activities. Great fun for
children in my class, some
amusing jokes to be cracked!
A great buy for any teacher or
extra fun support at home.”
“My Y3s love the story series with Luis
and Sofía. They enjoy reading the stories
together and then with each other, but their
favourite part is the Challenge page where
they get to ﬁll in the speech bubbles and
colour the picture. ”

“One of the many absolute
gems in the Brilliant
Publications French
collection is, 12 Petites
Pièces à Jouer. All abilities,
across the year groups, are
given the opportunity to
participate ... ”
“As an MFL (French)
specialist teacher for
children in KS1 and KS2,
‘Brilliant Publications’
has always been the most
trusted of ‘must-have’
resources. ”
“I love the nonﬁction texts too”

“The Luc and Sophie stories really appeal
to my class. They laugh at the jokes and
love joining in the dialogue”
“I love them, interactive
now and although I don’t
need them read, they’ll
Brilliant Publications
support staff who do need
that support.”

@brilliantpub

“When I asked Y5 for
highlights ... the game, Super
Sporty Week, comes from
Juguemos Todos Juntos and
is a ﬁrm favourite.”

Order Online: www.brilliantpublications.co.uk
Post:

(secure website)

Brilliant Publications Limited
Mendlesham Industrial Estate
Norwich Road
Mendlesham, Suffolk
IP14 5ND
Email:
orders@tradecounter.co.uk
Telephone: +44 (0)1449 766629
For delivery costs outside the UK
please email: orders@tradecounter.co.uk
Remember: we need a valid email address to be able to supply your e-resources!
If the books are not what you expected, please return them within 30 days (in saleable condition),
for a full refund. For more terms and conditions see www.brilliantpublications.co.uk. Best Sellers 2021

